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Redikall healing is a self management curriculum which prepares you to manage yourself and              
give consultation to others to manage themselves in a radically different way with an objective to                
lead life with an ongoing experience of joy, peace, fulfillment and completion. Most of the               
challenges, issues and problems get resolved as a bye-product when you align your thinking              
and living with higher consciousness. 
 

1. Redikall Soul Bath: Redikall Soul Bath is an onsite and online program which prepares              
you to scrub off foggy layers of residual effects of past and present adverse emotions to                
be able to begin the journey within. (Eligibility: Open to all)  

 
2. Redikall Crystalline Mind: Redikall Crystalline Mind is a webinar, workshop and a book             

which assists you in de-cluttering and storing the accumulated information to gain an             
easy access to inner guidance, direction and wisdom. (Eligibility: Open to all) 

 
3. Redikall Chakra Revival: Online and onsite 7 week program for clearing energy blocks             

for personal and spiritual evolution. (Eligibility: Open to all) 
 

4. Essential Redikall Healing: 2 day workshop and webinar, is to assist you in creating              
positivity in life by restoring the positivity in life. Redikall Healing empowers you to              
identify, modify and later amplify the right thought for the right manifestation through             
minor chakra philosophy (Eligibility: Redikall Crystalline Mind Certification) 

 
5. Advanced Redikall Healing: A 4 day onsite workshop to assist you in integrating             

scattered thought forms, energies and various parts of your personality so that you             
remain available 100 percent in the now. You will also learn how to heal the Past Life                 
Pre-programmed Cellular Memories, Extraneous Energy influence, Inner Child Healing,         
Parallel Life Healing, Spiritual Healing, Touch Healing, Surrogate Healing and Space           
Management. (Eligibility: Essential Redikall Healing Certification) 

 
6. Redikall Relationships: is a 5 day retreat, which assists you in applying Redikall             

Healing knowledge to gain deeper insights and refine your relationship dynamics with            
individuals and various facets of life. Resolving and completing the relationships with            
family, friends, finances, profession, material world, opposite principle and self.          
(Eligibility: Advanced Redikall Healing and Chakra Revival Certification) 

 
7. Redikall Money and Maya: This is a 6 day retreat which assists you in de-coding               

metaphysical principles governing Money dynamics in material life and financial          
challenges. In order to resolve material world issues you need to have metaphysical             
awareness and evolve in your consciousness. This retreat trains you to have a bird’s eye               
view of your life to grasp various dynamics and intricacies with ease and joy with an                
objective to streamline the flow of various resources in your life. (Eligibility: Redikall             
Relationships Certification) 
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8. Redikall Liberation: Online correspondence program to systematically liberate yourself         
from all your beliefs, conditionings and ignorance based attachments (Eligibility: Open to            
all) 

 
9. Redikall Manifestation: Learning the art of manifesting through co-creation, team work           

and higher consciousness with in depth understanding the metaphysical principles          
governing the material aspect of your life. It is an online Mentorship Program (Eligibility:              
Redikall Money and Maya Certification) 

 
10. The Redikall Retreat: 7 Day retreat helps in get in touch with the truth that you are,                 

beyond Maya, illusions, attachments and pre-programmings of various kinds. Leading          
life with Super Consciousness.  
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